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ABSTRACT-Cloud computing is an emerging data interactive paradigm to realize users’ data remotely stored 

in an online cloud server. Cloud services provide great conveniences for the users to enjoy the on-demand cloud 

applications without considering the local infrastructure limitations. During the data accessing, different users 

may be in a collaborative relationship, and thus data sharing becomes significant to achieve productive benefits. 

The existing security solutions mainly focus on the authentication to realize that a user’s privative data cannot 

be illegally accessed, but neglect a subtle privacy issue during a user challenging the cloud server to request 

other users for data sharing. The challenged access request itself may reveal the user’s privacy no matter 

whether or not it can obtain the data access permissions. In this paper, we propose a shared authority based 

privacy-preserving authentication protocol (SAPA) to address above privacy issue for cloud storage. In the 

SAPA, 1) shared access authority is achieved by anonymous access request matching mechanism with security 

and privacy considerations (e.g., authentication, data anonymity, user privacy, and forward security); 2) 

attribute based access control is adopted to realize that the user can only access its own data fields; 3) proxy re-

encryption is applied to provide data sharing among the multiple users. Meanwhile, universal compensability 

(UC) model is established to prove that the SAPA theoretically has the design correctness. It indicates that the 

proposed protocol is attractive for multi-user collaborative cloud applications 

1 INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing is a promising information 

technology architecture for both enterprises and 

individuals. It launches an attractive data storage and 

interactive paradigm with obvious advantages, 

including on-demand selfservices, ubiquitous 

network access, and location independent resource 

pooling [1]. Towards the cloud computing, a typical 

service architecture is anything as a service (XaaS), 

in which infrastructures, platform, software, and 

others are applied for ubiquitous interconnections. 

Recent studies have been worked to promote the 

cloud computing evolve towards the internet of 

services. Subsequently, security and privacy issues 

are becoming key concerns with the increasing 

popularity of cloud services. Conventional security 

approaches mainly focus on the strong authentication 

to realize that a user can remotely access its own data 

in on demand mode. Along with the diversity of the 

application requirements, users may want to access 

and share each other’s authorized data fields to 

achieve productive benefits, which brings new 
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security and privacy challenges for the cloud storage. 

An example is introduced to identify the main 

motivation. In the cloud storage based supply chain 

management, there are various interest groups (e.g., 

supplier, carrier, and retailer) in the system. Each 

group owns its users which are permitted to access 

the authorized data fields, and different users own 

relatively independent access authorities. It means 

that any two users from diverse groups should access 

different data fields of the same file. Thereinto, a 

supplier may want to access a carrier’s data fields, 

but it is not sure whether the carrier will allow its 

access request. If the carrier refuses its request, the 

supplier’s access desire will be revealed along with 

nothing obtained towards the desired data fields. 

Actually, the supplier may not send the access 

request or withdraw the unaccepted request in 

advance if it firmly knows that its request will be 

refused by the carrier. It is unreasonable to 

thoroughly disclose the supplier’s private information 

without any privacy considerations.  

 

Fig. 1 illustrates three revised cases to 

address above imperceptible privacy issue.   

1) Identify a new privacy challenge in cloud storage, 

and address a subtle privacy issue during a user 

challenging the cloud server for data sharing, in 

which the challenged request itself cannot reveal the 

user’s privacy no matter whether or not it can obtain 

the access authority.  

2) Propose an authentication protocol to enhance a 

user’s access request related privacy, and the shared 

access authority is achieved by anonymous access 

request matching mechanism.  

3) Apply ciphertext-policy attribute based access 

control to realize that a user can reliably access its 

own data fields, and adopt the proxy re-encryption to 

provide temp authorized data sharing among multiple 

users. The remainder of the paper is organized as 

follows. Section 2 introduces related works. Section 3 

introduces the system model, and Section 4 presents 

the proposed authentication protocol. The universal 

composability (UC) model based formal security 

analysis is performed in Section 5 

Finally,Section6drawsaconclusion. 

2 RELATED WORK Dunning and Kresman [11] 

proposed an anonymous ID assignment based data 

sharing algorithm (AIDA) for multiparty oriented 

cloud and distributed computing systems. In the 

AIDA, an integer data sharing algorithm is designed 

on top of secure sum data mining operation, and 

adopts a variable and unbounded number of iterations 

for anonymous assignment. Specifically, Newton’s 

identities and Sturm’s theorem are used for the data 
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mining, a distributed solution of certain polynomials 

over finite fields enhances the algorithm scalability, 

and Markov chain representations are used to 

determine statistics on the required number of 

iterations. Liu et al.proposed a multi-owner data 

sharing secure scheme (Mona) for dynamic groups in 

the cloud applications. The Mona aims to realize that 

a user can securely share its data with other users via 

the untrusted cloud server, and can efficiently support 

dynamic group interactions. In the scheme, a new 

granted user can directly decrypt data files without 

pre-contacting with data owners, and user revocation 

is achieved by a revocation list without updating the 

secret keys of the remaining users. Access control is 

applied to ensure that any user in a group can 

anonymously utilize the cloud resources, and the data 

owners’ real identities can only be revealed by the 

group manager for dispute arbitration. It indicates the 

storage overhead and encryption computation cost 

are independent with the amount of the users.Fig. 1. 

Three possible cases during data accessing and data 

sharing in cloud applications. Grzonkowski and 

Corcoran proposed a zeroknowledge proof (ZKP) 

based authentication scheme for cloud services. 

Based on the social home networks, a user centric 

approach is applied to enable the sharing of 

personalized content and sophisticated network-based 

services via TCP/IP infrastructures, in which a 

trusted third party is introduced for decentralized 

interactions. Nabeel et alproposed a broadcast group 

key management (BGKM) to improve the weakness 

of symmetric key cryptosystem in public clouds, and 

the BGKM realizes that a user need not utilize public 

key cryptography, and can dynamically derive the 

symmetric keys during decryption. Accordingly, 

attribute based access control mechanism is designed 

to achieve that a user can decrypt the contents if and 

only if its identity attributes satisfy the content 

provider’s policies. The fine-grained algorithm 

applies access control vector (ACV) for assigning 

secrets to users based on the identity attributes, and 

allowing the users to derive actual symmetric keys 

based on their secrets and other public information. 

The BGKM has an obvious advantage during 

adding/revoking users and updating access control 

policies. Wang et al. proposed a distributed storage 

integrity auditing mechanism, which introduces the 

homomorphic token and distributed erasure-coded 

data to enhance secure and dependable storage 

services in cloud computing. The scheme allows 

users to audit the cloud storage with lightweight 

communication overloads and computation cost, and 

the auditing result ensures strong cloud storage 

correctness and fast data error localization. Towards 

the dynamic cloud data, the scheme supports 

dynamic outsourced data operations. It indicates that 

the scheme is resilient against Byzantine failure, 

malicious data modification attack, and server 

colluding attacks. Sundareswaran et al. established a 

decentralized information accountability framework 

to track the users’ actual data usage in the cloud, and 

proposed an objectcentered approach to enable 

enclosing the logging mechanism with the users’ data 

and policies. The Java ARchives (JAR) 

programmable capability is leveraged to create a 

dynamic and mobile object, and to ensure that the 

users’ data access will launch authentication. 

Additionally, distributed auditing mechanisms are 
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also provided to strengthen user’s data control, and 

experiments demonstrate the approach efficiency and 

effectiveness. In the aforementioned works, various 

security issues are addressed. However, a user’s 

subtle access request related privacy problem caused 

by data accessing and data sharing has not been 

studied yet in the literature. Here, we identify a new 

privacy challenge, and propose a protocol not only 

focusing on authentication to realize the valid data 

accessing, but also considering authorization to 

provide the privacy-preserving access authority 

sharing. The attribute based access control and proxy 

re-encryption mechanisms are jointly applied for 

authentication and authorization. 

3 SYSTEM MODEL  

Fig. 2 illustrates a system model for the 

cloud storage architecture, which includes three main 

network entities: users (Ux), a cloud server (S), and a 

trusted third party. 

 

Fig. 2. The cloud storage system model. 

  User. An individual or group entity, which owns 

its data stored in the cloud for online data storage and 

computing. Different users may be affiliated with a 

common organization, and are assigned with 

independent authorities on certain data fields.    

Cloud server. An entity, which is managed 

by a particular cloud service provider or cloud 

application operator to provide data storage and 

computing services. The cloud server is regarded as 

an entity with unrestricted storage and computational 

resources.Trusted third party. An optional and neutral 

entity, which has advanced capabilities on behalf of 

the users, to perform data public auditing and dispute 

arbitration. In the cloud storage, a user remotely 

stores its data via online infrastructures, flatforms, or 

software for cloud services, which are operated in the 

distributed, parallel, and cooperative modes. During 

cloud data accessing, the user autonomously interacts 

with the cloud server without external interferences, 

and is assigned with the full and independent 

authority on its own data fields. It is necessary to 

guarantee that the users’ outsourced data cannot be 

unauthorized accessed by other users, and is of 

critical importance to ensure the private information 

during the users’ data access challenges 

4 THE SHARED AUTHORITY BASED 

PRIVACYPRESERVING AUTHENTICATION 

PROTOCOL 

 4.1 System Initialization  

The cloud storage system includes a cloud 

server S, and users {Ux}( x ¼f 1;...;mg, m 2 N ). 

Thereinto, Ua and Ub are two users, which have 

independent access authorities on their own data 

fields. It means that a user has an access permission 

for particular data fields stored by S, and the user 

cannot exceed its authority access to obtain other 

users’ data fields. Here, we consider S and {Ua, Ub} 
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to present the protocol for data access control and 

access authority sharing with enhanced privacy 

considerations. The main notations are introduced in 

Table 1. Let BG ¼ðq;g;h;G;G0;e;HÞ be a pairing 

group, in whichq is a large prime, {G;G0} are of 

prime order q, G ¼h gi¼hhi, and H is a collision-

resistant hash function. The bilinear map e : G G ! 

G0 satisfies the bilinear non-degenerate properties: 

i.e., for all g;h 2 G and a;b 2 Z  q, it turns out that 

eðga;h bÞ¼eðg;hÞab, and eðg;hÞ6¼ 1. Meanwhile, 

eðg;hÞ can be efficiently obtained for all g;h 2 G, and 

it is a generator of G0. Let S and Ux respectively 

own the pairwise keys {pkS, skS} and {pkUx, 

skUx}. Besides, S is assigned with all users’ public 

keys {pkU1;...;pkUm}, and Ux is assigned with pkS. 

Here, the public key pkt ¼ gsktðmod qÞ (t 2fS;Uxg) 

and the corresponding privacy key skt 2 Z  q are 

defined according to the generator g. Let FðRUy 

UxðRUx UyÞTÞ¼Cont2Zq describe the algebraic 

relation of {RUy Ux, RUx Uy}, which are mutually 

inverse access requests challenged by {Ux, Uy}, and 

Cont is a constant. Here, Fð:Þ is a collision-resistant 

function, for any randomized polynomial time 

algorithm A, there is a negligible function pðkÞ for a 

sufficiently large value k: Probhfðx;x0Þ;ðy;y0Þg 

Að1kÞ : ðx 6¼ x0;y6¼ y0Þ ^F RUx Uy RU0 y U0 

x T ¼ Conti  pðkÞ: Note that RU  Uy is a m-

dimensional Boolean vector, inwhich only the  -th 

pointed-element and the y-th selfelement are 1, and 

other elements are 0. It turns out that:   FðRUy 

UxðRUx UyÞTÞ¼Fð2Þ¼Cont means that both Ux 

and Uy are interested in each other’s data fields, and 

the two access requests are matched;   FðRUy 

UxðRU~ x UyÞTÞ¼FðRU~ y UxðRUx UyÞTÞ¼Fð 

1Þ means that only one user (i.e., Ux or Uy) is 

interested in the other’s data fields, and the access 

requests are not matched. Note that U~ x/U~ y 

represents that the user is not Ux/Uy;   FðRU~ y 

UxðR U~ x UyÞTÞ¼Fð 0Þ means that neither Ux nor 

Uy is interested in each other’s data fields, and the 

two access requests are not matched. Let A be the 

attribute set, there are n attributes A ¼fA1;A2;...;Ang 

for all users, and Ux has its own attribute set AUx   

A for data accessing. Let AUx and PUx be monotone 

Boolean matrixes to represent Ux’s data attribute 

access list and data access policy.   Assume that Ux 

has AUx ¼½ aij n m, which satisfies that aij ¼ 1 

for Ai 2 A, and aij ¼ 0 for Ai = 2 A.   Assume that S 

owns PUx ¼½ pij n m, which is applied to restrain 

Ux’s access authority, and satisfies that pij ¼ 1 for Ai 

2 PUx, and pij ¼ 0 for Ai = 2 PUx. Ifa ij   pij8i ¼f 

1;...;ng;j¼f 1;...;mg holds, it will be regarded that 

AUx is within PUx’s access authority limitation. 

4.2 The Proposed Protocol Descriptions  

Fig. 3 shows the interactions among {Ua, 

Ub, S}, in which both Ua and Ub have interests on 

each other’s authorized data fields for data sharing. 

Note that the presented interactions may not be 

synchronously launched, and a certain time interval is 

allowable. 
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Fig. 3. The shared authority based 

privacy-preserving authentication protocol. 

4.2.1 {Ua, Ub}’s Access Challenges and S’s 

Responses {Ua, Ub} respectively generate the 

session identifiers {sidUa, sidUb}, extract the identity 

tokens {TUa, TUb}, and transmits {sidUakTUa, 

sidUbkTUa} toS as an access query to initiate a new 

session. Accordingly, we take the interactions of Ua 

and S as an example to introduce the following 

authentication phase. Upon receiving Ua’s challenge, 

S first generates a session identifier sidSa, and 

establishes the master public key mpk ¼ð gi;h;h 

i;BG;eðg;hÞ;HÞ and master privacy key msk ¼ða;gÞ. 

Thereinto, S randomly chooses a 2 Zq, and computes 

gi ¼ gai and hi ¼ hai 1 (i ¼f 1;...;ng2Z ).S 

randomly chooses s 2f 0;1g , and extracts Ua’s 

access authority policy PUa ¼½ pij n m (pij 2f 

0;1g), and Ua is assigned with the access authority on 

its own data fields DUa within PUa’s permission. S 

further defines a polynomial FSaðx;PUaÞaccording 

to PUa and TUa: FSaðx;PUaÞ¼ Y n;m i¼1;j¼1 

ðxþijHðTUaÞÞpij ðmod qÞ: S computes a set of 

values {MSa0, MSa1, fMSa2ig, MSa3, MSa4} to 

establish the ciphertext CSa ¼fMSa1;fMSa2ig; 

MSa3;MSa4g, and transmits sidSakCSa to Ua. MSa0 

¼ HðPUakDUakTUaksÞ; MSa1 ¼ 

hFSaða;PUaÞMSa0; MSa2i ¼ð giÞMSa0;ði ¼ 

1;...;nÞ; MSa3 ¼ Hðeðg;hÞMSa0Þ s; MSa4 ¼ 

HðsidUaksÞ DUa: 

Similarly, S performs the corresponding 

operations for Ub, including that S randomly chooses 

a0 2 Zq and s0 2f 0;1g , establishes {g0 i, h0 i}, 

extracts {PUb, DUb}, defines FSbðx;PUbÞ, and 

computes {MSb0, MSb1, fMSb2ig, MSb3, MSb4} to 

establish the ciphertext CSb for transmission. 

4.2.2 {Ua, Ub}’s Data Access Control Ua first 

extracts it data attribute access list AUa ¼½ aij  (aij 

2f 0;1g, aij   pij) to re-structure an access listL Ua 

¼½ lij n m for lij ¼ pij  aij. Ua also defines a 

polynomial FUaðx;LUaÞaccording to LUa and TUa: 

FUaðx;LUaÞ¼ Y n;m i¼1;j¼1 ðxþijHðTUaÞÞlij 

ðmod qÞ: It turns out thatFUaðx;LUaÞsatisfies the 

equation FUaðx;LUaÞ¼ Y n;m i¼1;j¼1 

ðxþijHðTUaÞÞpij aij ¼FSaðx;PUaÞ=FSaðx;AUaÞ: 

Afterwards, Ua randomly chooses b 2 Zq, and the 

decryptionkeykAUa forAUa canbeobtainedasfollows: 

kAUa ¼ð gðbþ1Þ=FSaða;AUaÞ;hb 1Þ: 

Ua further computes a set of values {NUa1, NUa2, 

NUa3}. Here, fSai is used to represent xi’s coefficient 

in FSaðx;PUaÞ, andfUai is used to represent xi’s 

coefficient in FUaðx;LUaÞ: 

NUa1 ¼ eM Sa21;Y n i¼1 ðhiÞfUaihfUa0 ! ; NUa2 

¼ e Y n i¼1 ðMSa2iÞfUai;hb 1 ! ; NUa3 ¼ 

eðgðbþ1Þ=FSaða;AUaÞ;MSa1Þ: 

5 FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS WITH THE 

UNIVERSAL COMPOSABILITY MODEL  

5.1 Preliminaries  

The universal composability model specifies 

an approach for security proofs and guarantees that 

the proofs will remain valid if the protocol is 

modularly composed with other protocols, and/or 

under arbitrary concurrent protocol executions. There 
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is a real-world simulation, an ideal-world simulation, 

and a simulator Sim translating the protocol 

execution from the real-world to the ideal-world. 

Additionally, the Byzantine attack model is adopted 

for security analysis, and all the parties are modeled 

as probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machines 

(PPTs), and a PPT captures whatever is external to 

the protocol executions. The adversary controls 

message deliveries in all communication channels, 

and may perform malicious attacks (e.g., 

eavesdropping, forgery, and replay), and may also 

initiate new communications to interact with the legal 

parties. In the real-world, let p be a real protocol, Pi (i 

¼f 1;...; Ig2N ) be real parties, andAbe a real-world 

adversary. In the ideal-world, let F be an ideal 

functionality, ~ Pi be dummy parties, and ~ A be an 

ideal-world adversary. Z is an interactive 

environment, and communicates with all entities 

except the ideal functionality F. Ideal functionality 

acts as an uncorruptable trusted party to realize 

specific protocol functions. Theorem 1. UC Security. 

The probability, that Z distinguishes between an 

interaction of A with Pi and an interaction of ~ A 

with ~ Pi, is at most negligible probability. We have 

that a real protocol p UC-realizes an ideal 

functionality F, i.e., IdealF; ~A;Z 

Realp;A;Z. The UC formalization of the 

SAPA includes the idealworld model Ideal, and the 

real-world model Real.   Ideal: Define two 

uncorrupted idea functionalities {Faccess, Fshare}, a 

dummy party ~ P (e.g., ~ Uu, ~ S, u 2fa;bg), and an 

ideal adversary ~ A.{~ P, ~ A} cannot establish 

direct communications. ~ A can arbitrarily interact 

with Z, and can corrupt any dummy party ~ P, but 

cannot modify the exchanged messages.   Real: 

Define a real protocolpshare (run by a party P 

including Uu and S) with a real adversary A and an 

environment Z. Each real parties can 

communicate with each other, and A can fully control 

the interconnections of P to obtain/modify the 

exchanged messages. During the protocol execution, 

Z is activated first, and dual session identifiers shared 

by all the involved parties reflects the protocol state. 

5.2 Ideal Functionality Definition 1.  

Functionality Faccess. Faccess is an 

incorruptible ideal data accessing functionality via 

available channels 2. In Faccess, a party P (e.g., Uu, 

S) is initialized (via input Initialize), and thereby 

initiates a new session along with generating dual 

session identifiers {sidUu, sidSu}. P follows the 

assigned protocol procedure to send (via input Send) 

and receive (via input Receive) messages. A random 

number rPu is generated byP for further computation 

(via input Generate). Data access control is realized 

by checking {sendð:Þ, recð:Þ, localð:Þ} (via input 

Access). If P is controlled by an ideal adversary ~ A, 

four types of behaviors may be performed: ~ A may 

record the exchanged messages on listened channels, 

and may forward the intercepted messages to P (via 

request Forward); ~ A may record the state of 

authentication between Uu and S to interfere in the 

normal verification (via request Accept); ~ A may 

impersonate an legal party to obtain the full state (via 

request Forge), and may replay the formerly 

intercepted messages to involve the ongoing 
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communications (via request Replay). Definition 2. 

Functionality Fshare. Fshare is an incorruptible ideal 

authority sharing functionality, as shown in Table 3. 

Fshare is activated byP (via input Activate), and the 

initialization is performed via Initialize of Faccess. 

The access request pointers {RUb Ua, RUa Ub } are 

respectively published and challenged by {Ua, Ub} 

to indicate their desires (via input Challenge). The 

authority sharing between {Ua, Ub} is realized, and 

the desired data fields { _ DUb, _ DUa} are 

accordingly obtained by {Ua, Ub} (via input Share). 

If P is controlled by an ideal adversary ~ A, ~ A may 

detect the exchanged challenged access request 

pointer RUx Uu (via request Listen); ~ A may record 

the request pointer to interfere in the normal authority 

sharing between Ua and Ub (via request 

Forge/Replay). In the UC model, Faccess and Fshare 

formally define the basic components of the ideal-

world simulation.   Party. Party P refers to multiple 

users Uu (e.g., Ua, Ub), and a cloud server S 

involved in a session. Through a successful session 

execution, {Uu,S} establish authentication and access 

control, and {Ua, Ub} 

  obtain each other’s temp authorized data fields for 

data authority sharing.  Session identifier. The 

session identifiers sidUu and sidSu are generated for 

initialization by the environment Z. The ideal 

adversary ~ A may control and corrupt the 

interactions betweenUu andS.   Access request 

pointer. The access request pointer RUx Uu is 

applied to indicate Uu’s access request on Ux’s temp 

authorized data fields _ DUx. 

5.3 Real Protocol pshare  

A real protocol pshare is performed based 

on the ideal functionalities to realizeFshare 

inFaccess-hybrid model. Upon input ActivateðPÞ at 

P (e.g., Uu, and S), P is activated via Fshare to trigger 

a new session, in which Initialize of Faccess is 

applied for initialization and assignment. 

{initðsidUu;UuÞ, initðsidSu;SÞ} are respectively 

obtained by {Uu,S}. Message deliveries are 

accordingly performed by inputting Send and 

Receive. Upon input Send from Uu, Uu records and 

outputs sendðsidUu;UuÞ via Faccess. Upon input 

Receive from S, S obtains recðsidUu;SÞ via Faccess. 

Upon input GenerateðSÞ from S,S randomly chooses 

a random number rSu to output genðrSuÞand to 

establish a ciphertext for access control. Upon input 

GenerateðUuÞ from Uu, Uu generates a random 

number rUu for further checking the validity of 

{AUu, PUu}. Upon input Access from Uu, Uu 

checks whether {sendð:Þ, recð:Þ, localð:Þ} are 

matched via Faccess. If it holds, output 

validðAUu;PUuÞ is valid. Else, output 

invalidðAUu;PUuÞ and terminate the protocol. Upon 

input ChallengeðUxÞ from Uu, Uu generates an 

access request pointer RUx Uu , and outputs 

challðRUx UuÞ to Ux. Upon input Send from Uu, Uu 

computes a message mUu, records and outputs 

sendðmUu;UuÞ via Faccess, in which RUx Uu is 

wrapped in mUu. Upon input Receive from S, S 

obtains recðmUu;SÞ for access request matching. 

Upon input Shareð _ DUb;UaÞ and Shareð _ 

DUa;UbÞ from {Ua, Ub}, S checks whether 

{challðRUb Ua ;UaÞ, challðRUa Ub ;UbÞ} are 

matched. If it holds, output shareð _ DUb;UaÞ to Ua 

and shareð _ DUa;UbÞ to Ub to achieve data sharing. 
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Else, output shareðDnull;UaÞ to Ua and 

shareðDnull;UbÞtoUb for regular data accessing. 

5.4 Security Proof of pshare Theorem 3. 

 The protocol pshare UC-realizes the ideal 

functionalityFshare in theFaccess-hybrid model. 

Proof: Let A be a real adversary that interacts with 

the parties running pshare in the Faccess-hybrid 

model. Let ~ A be an ideal adversary such that any 

environment Z cannot distinguish with a non-

negligible probability whether it is interacting 

withAand pshare in Real or it is interacting with ~ 

AandFshare in Ideal. It means that there is a 

simulator Sim that translates pshare procedures into 

Real such that these cannot be distinguished byZ. 

Construction of the ideal adversary ~ A: The ideal 

adversary ~ A acts as Sim to run the simulated copies 

of Z, A, and P. ~ A correlates runs of pshare from 

Real into Ideal: the interactions of A andP is 

corresponding to the interactions of ~ A and ~ P. The 

input of Z is forwarded to A as 

A’s input, and the output of A (after running pshare) 

is copied to ~ Aas ~ A’s output. Simulating the party 

P. Uu and S are activated and initialized by Activate 

and Initialization, and ~ Asimulates asAduring 

interactions.   Whenever ~ A obtains 

{initðsidPu;PÞ, genðrPu;PÞ} fromFaccess, ~ 

Atransmits the messages toA.   Whenever ~ A 

obtains {recð:Þ, sendð:Þ} from Faccess,~ A transmits 

the messages to A, and forwards A’s response 

forwardðsidPu;mPu;PÞtoFaccess.   Whenever ~ A 

obtains {initð:Þ, forwardð:Þ} from Faccess, S 

transmits the messages to A, and forwardsA’s 

response acceptðPÞtoFaccess.   Whenever ~ 

Aobtains challðRUx Uu ;UuÞfromFshare, ~ A 

transmits the message to A, and forwards A’s 

response listenðRUx Uu ;UuÞtoFshare. Simulating 

the party corruption. Whenever P is corrupted by A, 

thereby ~ A corrupts the corresponding ~ P. ~ A 

providesAwith the corrupted parties’ internal states. 

  Whenever ~ A obtains accessðDUuÞ from 

Faccess, ~ A transmits the message accessðDUuÞ to 

A, and forwardsA’s response acceptðPÞtoFaccess.   

Whenever ~ Aobtains challðRUx Uu 

;UuÞfromFshare, ~ A transmits the message to A, 

and forwards A’s response shareðDnull;UuÞtoFshare. 

Ideal and Real are indistinguishable: Assume that 

{CS, CUu} respectively indicate the events that 

corruptions of {S, U}. Z invokes Activate and 

Initialize to launch an interaction. The commands 

Generate and Access are invoked to transmit 

accessðDUuÞ to ~ A, and A responds acceptðPÞ to ~ 

A. Thereafter, Challenge and Share are invoked to 

transmit shareðRUx Uu ;UuÞ, and A responds 

shareðDnull;UuÞ to ~ A. Note that initð:Þ 

independently generates dual session identifiers 

{sidUu, sidSu}, and the simulations of Real and Ideal 

are consistent even though ~ A may intervene to 

prevent the data access control and authority sharing 

in Ideal. The pseudorandom number generator 

(introduced in {initð:Þ, genð:Þ}), and the collision-

resistant hash function (introduced in {accessð:Þ, 

shareð:Þ}) are applied to guarantee that the 

probability of the environment Z can distinguish the 

adversary’s behaviors in Ideal and Real is at most 

negligible. The simulation is performed based on the 

fact that no matter the event CS or CUu occurs or 
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not, Therefore, pshare UC-realizes the ideal 

functionality Fshare in the Faccess-hybrid model. t u 

6 CONCLUSION  

In this work, we have identified a new 

privacy challenge during data accessing in the cloud 

computing to achieve privacy-preserving access 

authority sharing. Authentication is established to 

guarantee data confidentiality and data integrity. Data 

anonymity is achieved since the wrapped values are 

exchanged during transmission. User privacy is 

enhanced by anonymous access requests to privately 

inform the cloud server about the users’ access 

LIU ET AL.: SHARED AUTHORITY BASED 
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desires. Forward security is realized by the session 

identifiers to prevent the session correlation. It 

indicates that the proposed scheme is possibly 

applied for privacy preservation in cloud 

applications. 
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